MH-EX
for the Export Hay Industry

Side seal plastic strapping machine

Customer-driven design to increase throughput and maximize productivity

- Quick-change modular head technology for minimum downtime
- Horizontal or vertical configurations with single, dual or quad head options
- Adjustable strapping head center lines as little as 10” apart

MADE IN U.S.A.
Unparalleled reliability and flexibility

- Automatic strap loading
- Strap chute debris protection
- 50% fewer moving parts than any competitive machine
- Simplified maintenance
- Programmable automatic refeed
- Specially designed hot knife for long-lasting operation

Hay Advantage Program

Signode’s Hay Advantage Program, which is included with a strap commitment, features unparalleled product support throughout the life of the machine. Program support includes on-site training and regular service audits. If there is a problem, our local depot repair and 24-hour customer support will get you up and running quickly. In addition, the Signode Hay Advantage Program features discounted labor and spare parts rates, and includes loaner sealer and feeder modules if necessary.

Specifications

Production rate:
Actual production will vary depending on press type, number of straps per bale and output capability of press.

Strap size: 3/8" - 5/8" (9-16 mm)

Strap feed and take-up speed: 26 feet (7.9 m) per second

Tension: 50-200 lbs (200-890 N)

Electrical: 120 volt, single phase or 230, 400, 460, 575 volt, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz

Shipping weight: 900 lbs (408 kg)

Maximum package size:
Available in several chute sizes to accommodate export hay baling as well as palletizing.

Options

- Quick-change cartridge dispenser for fast strap coil changes
- Test stand to check modules offline
- Auxiliary pendant for remote operation
- Spare strap feeding and sealing modules
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